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A Light In The Dark 

                   Kyra Montgomery 
 
I’d like the memory of me 
to be a happy one, 
I’d like to leave an afterglow  
of spirit when my time at Seely 
Place is done. 
 
I’d like to leave an echo 
whispering softly down the halls, 
of happy times and laughing 
times 
and bright and sunny calls. 
 
I’d like to be a shining light 
even in my dark days 
to be a shining light in the dark 
and people remember my ways 
 
 
Volume XIX    2nd Edition 

Volume XIX    3rd Edition 
 
 
 
 I’d like the sadness, of those 
who 
despair, to vanish in the bright 
sun 
of happy memories that I 
leave 
when my time at Seely Place is 
done. 

 
How to Make No Churn Cookies 

and Cream Ice Cream 
 Lucas Destefanis    

 
  Ingredients: 

● 2 cups of cold heavy 
cream 

● 1 (14 oz) can of sweetened 
condensed milk (full fat 
version) 

● 8 Oreo Cookies, crushed 
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 Directions: 

1. Add heavy cream to your 
stand mixer and whip on 
high speed until stiff peaks 
form 

 
2. In a large mixing bowl, add 

condensed milk. Using a 
spatula, gently fold in 
whipped cream until mixed 
in and no condensed milk 
streaks remain. Fold in 
crushed Oreos. 

 
3. Pour ice cream into a 9 x 

5 loaf pan. Use a spatula to 
smooth and even out the 
surface. Freeze overnight. 

 
ENJOY!!! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Tom and the Machine 

Richard Fawcett  
 

It was raining outside and 
Tom was bored.  7 year old Tom 
Park had been working on this 
machine for two years, and yet 
he still assumed his machine 
would never be accepted into 
society. He had never liked doing 
homework, and this machine was 
his chance to make something 
that could do it for him.  

Tom was smart, but he 
was made fun of for wearing 
square glasses and for having a 
big imagination. And though he 
was only half way done with the 
machine, he didn’t feel like 
working on it for a while, he 
was really tired. Then his dog 
Jack came up to him. Tom 
wasn’t in the mood for playing 
right now. Then it hit him, of 
course with the machine he 
could get his homework done, 
but so could other kids, and he 
could get paid for it. He knew 
his audience and was sure this 
was also a way to actually get 
friends.  
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10 years later … 

 
“Mr. Park, we will not take 

this machine into the CPI 
(child-prodigy-institution)”, said 
CEO   Bob Johnson.  
“But you have to, there are kids 
out there suffering because of 
homework”, said Tom.  
“Come with me”, said Bob. 
Bob lead Tom to a testing room 
and there were kids 
simultaneously getting implanted 
computer brains.  The CPI had 
beaten Tom to the challenge of 
making kids less annoyed with 
homework. 

 
Moral: don’t wait ten years 

to have somebody look at your 
amazing work.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Seely Place: No Place for Hate   
Naa Larsey-Adjei 

 
   One time three girls named 
Alyssa, Virginia, and Tory were 
going to school.  They were 
very popular and were the best 
on the cheerleading team.  Three 
other girls named Jennifer, 
Bianca, and Chloe always bullied 
them. .But sometimes, even bullies 
want to have friends. Maybe if 
they have friends, they wouldn’t 
be bullies!.  
 
One day, Tory was giving 
high-fives to everyone. So was 
Alyssa and Virginia. Then all of a 
sudden, Jennifer walked by and 
said, “ Ugh! They’re giving them 
high-fives. Eww. no popular girl 
does that.  They’re getting 
germs”.  
Chloe said, in a high-pitched voice, 
“ If they want to stay popular, 
they should stop”.  
 
Alyssa came over and said to 
them,  
“You know, you don’t have to be 
so rude to people. No girl should 
ever have this ugly attitude.”  
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“Look who’s talking! Giving all 
people high-fives!” Bianca said. 
“HEY! Don’t be so rude!” Tory 
said. Then the three kind-hearted 
girls stated a quote in their own 
words: “When given the choice 
between right or kind CHOOSE 
KIND!”  
 
Jennifer, Bianca, and Chloe just 
stood there amazed and they 
just sashayed away with their 
high heels.  
 
The other girls high-fived each 
other. “We stood up to the 
bullies” Alyssa said. “ Yeah !” Tori 
and Virginia said. “Come on. We 
have cheerleading practice”!  
There the girls did bridges and 
handstands and cartwheels and a 
pyramid.  
 
Later, Virginia and Tory decided 
to go to Alyssa’s house. When 
they got there they noticed a 
big tree glowing. “Hmm” Virginia 
said “ Why is there a glowing 
tree in front of your house?.” 
“I don’t know” Alyssa said. “ Let’s 
go find out.”  “Are you sure” said 
Tory. “It looks kind of 
dangerous.” “ Let’s check it out!” 

Alyssa said. When they touched 
it, they got sucked in a portal 
and became Ice Girl, Fire Girl, 
and Pop Girl, crime fighters with 
powers. They met a nice old lady 
and helped her but then it was 
time to go. They said farewell.  
 
Now Alyssa, Tori and Virginia. had 
to go Jennifer’s party. Jennifer 
didn’t want them to come 
because deep down she was 
heartbroken because she, Chloe, 
and Bianca felt bad that they 
didn't get high-fives.  
 
Jennifer wanted to pull a prank 
on them because she was upset 
about what they did. But went 
she up to the them, she changed 
her mind and started to cry.  
 
Alyssa, Tori, and Virginia said, 
“Are you ok? We’re sorry if 
you felt left out because we 
didn’t give you high-fives.  
“It’s ok,” said Jennifer, Chole, and 
Bianca. Now the 6 girls are 
friends and it was a happily ever 
after.  
 
The  moral: 
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When given the choice between 
right or kind- CHOOSE KIND 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

A Terrible Day 
Hauto Nakajima 

 
It was a great day for Randy. It 
was the 100th day of 2nd grade 
and they were having a party. It 
was so fun. They had donuts, 
donuts and more donuts. There 
was so many donuts it would 
take you a year to finish eating 
it. But soon he realized they will 
be getting back their state, 
science, math, social studies test. 
His mom and dad told him to get 
more than 80% of each test 
right. Unfortunately he forgot to 
study for the test and knew 
none of the questions. Well when 
he got it back the scores 
were:70, 50, 60, and 40. His 
mom went bonkers and  wouldn’t 
let him play video games for 4 

months. He soon started drawing 
and became creative. He drew 
dragons and wizards. He even 
created his own stories and 
became famous and selled his 
stories everybody loved it. He 
never ever touched the video 
game ever again.  
 

THE END 
 

Ice Cream  
Richa Patil 

 
Ice cream 

Light and creamy 
Yummy, delicious, cool 

Makes me feel happy like 
sunshine 
Tasty.  
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The Secret Realm 

Sophie Xie 
 

The Final Act 
 
The fairies were tending the     
elves that had gotten wounded in      
the last battle. The battle was      
won, but at a great cost. They       
had lost thousands of elves and      
fairies in the battle. 
 
One fairy was observing from     
the edge of the forest. He was       
the fairy that the other fairies      
had cast out of their world,      
since he had allowed his love of       
gold to consume him, and turn      
him into a monster that stole      
every bit of gold that he could       
get his hands on. Now he had       
sided with the Moon Monster,     
who had promised him all the gold       
he wanted. 
 
Ignatius flitted through the    
woods, excited to tell his master      
the news he had learned. The      
fairies were few in their     
number, and the ones that were      
left were strong , but foolish.      
When he reached the Moon     

Monster, he found a dog,     
wagging his tail while barking     
ferociously at a toy fairy.     
“AAAHH!” thought Ignatius. “My    
master has been turned into a      
dog! Indeed, the mighty Moon     
Monster has been turned into a      
dog! WhO HAD doNE THIS     
HORRIBLE DEED?” 
(It’s not really horrible, since the      
Moon Monster is a bad guy.) 
 
A fairy raced through the     
forest, terrified that someone    
would find out what he had done.       
When he arrived at camp, he      
saw fairies racing around,    
gathering their weapons. A fairy     
told Clearsight that they were     
preparing for war, since the     
Moon Monster had been turned     
into a dog. The angry villains had       
banded together to defeat the     
fairies. “This is all my fault!”      
thought Clearsight. As he raced     
back, he heard barking deeper     
in the forest. He raced to      
where the barking came from,     
and saw a dog, trapped in a bear        
trap. He took the dog, and left       
piles of gold, riches, and anything      
you could think of. The villains      
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found all the loot, and the war       
was over before it began. 
 
As for the Moon Monster, well,      
he spent the rest of his days as        
a dog, watching the world from      
the moon, where it all began. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Animal Extinction 
Nathaniel Hwang  

 
What does it mean to you that 
another species has gone 
extinct?  
Why should we care? 
 
You probably never even  heard 
of some animals until there are 
extinct or critically endangered. 
Take the Baiji. Even though it is 
extinct, half the US probably 
doesn’t know about it. The Baiji 
was a freshwater dolphin in 
China but is now extinct, even 

with the government's 
protection.  
 
Another animal is the Tasmanian 
tiger. The Tasmanian tiger, also 
known as the thylacine was 
found in the mainland of 
Australia. About 200 years ago, 
They went extinct in Australia. 
What was the cause? The cause 
was humans. Humans killed them 
because they were scared that 
the Tasmanian tiger would kill 
their livestock.  Even though it 
was extinct in Australia, it was 
still alive in the island of 
Tasmania. The last of the 
Tasmanian tigers died in the wild 
in 1930, and the last captive 
Tasmanian tiger died in 1936. Most 
of the people in the world 
know about animal 
extinction but they aren’t 
really trying very hard to 
save the critically 
endangered species.  
 
As humans pollute the Earth, all 
different types of  animal 
species are losing their habitat. 
Almost everyone knows about 
the tiger, but do they know that 
us humans could drive the tigers 
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extinct? There are now only two 
regions on a Indonesian island 
with enough females to save the 
Sumatran tiger species from 
extinction. (reproduction) Their 
are  now only 600 Sumatran 
tigers left in the wild. 
  
We ( humans) are the cause of 
almost all the losses of the 
wonder of nature.  So what can 
we do about it?  
 
A lot of people are trying to 
raise awareness about 
endangered animals like Joel 
Sartore. Joel Sartore is 
creating the photo ark. He is 
trying to photograph all captive 
species and inspiration the world 
to save animals before they 
disappear forever. All we need 
to do to save mother nature is 
to try and use less electricity, 
use less paper, and slowly but 
surely, we won’t know it but we 
might have saved a tiger here or 
a cheetah there. 
 
 
 
 
 

The Year of the Hangman 
By: Gary Blackwood 

Nathaniel Hwang 
 

What would have happened if we 
lost the Revolutionary War? 
  
In Gary Blackwoods novel The 
Year of the Hangman, It is now 
1777. The American Revolution in 
1776 was crushed mercilessly by 
the powerful British Army. Now 
George Washington awaits 
execution and Benjamin Franklin's 
newspaper Liberty Tree goes 
underground. The story all 
revolves around young Creighton 
who has been shipped off on a 
ship to British America, with 
nothing but wanting to avoid Red 
coats or British officers. When 
Creighton meets Benjamin 
Franklin, he gets a job at his 
print shop.  But the English 
general expects the spoiled yet 
loyal Creighton to spy on 
Franklin.  Now the beginning of a 
new nation rests on Creightons 
shoulders. Will it be born or not? 
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 Scared 
                     Hannah Manasse 
 

Winds roaring, 
Speeds picking up, 

Leaves blowing in the wind 
Very scary indeed 

BOOM 
A flash of lightning 

The trees get calmer, 
Only to start up again, 
BOOM BOOM BOOM, 

Pouring rain 
Flash…..Flash…..Quiet 

Hiding under a blanket 
Lonely, but mysteriously quiet. 
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Dear Seely Place Readers: 
  
Happy Spring!!! This is our final 
edition of the Seely Signature for the 
school year, 2017-2018. What a 
wonderful year of talented Seely 
Place student writers, comic writers, 
poets, and photographers!  
  
This edition included stories, a book 
review, and poetry! Did you enjoy 
going back in time with Nathaniel and 
his review of the novel about the 
American Revolutionary War? 
  
As this is our last edition of the Seely 
Signature for this year, we bid a fond 
farewell to our 6th graders who are 
moving on to the Jr./Sr. HS. 
Remember, they have opportunities 
for writing as well! And to all our 4th 
and 5th graders, thanks for all the 
contributions you have made to the 
past issues. Keep on writing, taking 
photos, designing comics and keeping 
travel journals to share with our Seely 
Place readers. 
  
We would also like to say thank you 
to each of our young writers’ and 
artists’ families who encourage their 
youngsters to participate in this 
activity at home. 

  
Remember…join us in September if 
you are a Fourth, Fifth or Sixth grader 
interested in writing an article or 
contributing a comic or sketch. Have 
a great Summer! 
  
Sincerely, 
  
The Seely Signature Staff  
for the Spring Edition: 
  

Kyra Montgomery,  
Lucas Destefanis  
Richard Fawcett 
 Naa Larsey-Adjei  
Haruto Nakajima  

Richa Patil  
Sophie Xie  

Nathaniel Hwang 
Hannah Manasse 

  
  Mrs. Jennifer Borella and 
       Dr. Deborah Mumford 

 
Newsletter Advisors 
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